Powder Soup Mixes; Equal To One Can Of Condensed Soup - Just Add Water And Cook
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A while back we did a post on: Dry Pre-Measured Complete Meals In Jars from Jennifer from Rainy Day Storage. Today I am back with another set of dry mixes from Jennifer; this time it is dry soup mixes.

There are recipes for three different soups - cream of mushroom, cream of chicken and cream of celery. Each mix makes approximately the same quantity of soup as the Campbells equivalent, but for a fraction of the cost.

These dry mixes can be made up and stored well in advance. When you want some soup - simply pour into a pan, add water and cook! Simple

Get over to Rainy Day Storage, check out the recipes

Also for more info on emergency food storage, check out: Emergency Food Storage & Survival Handbook: Everything You Need to Know to Keep Your Family Safe in a Crisis